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Abstract
The complexity of stochastic models of real-world systems is usually managed by abstract-
ing details and structuring models in a hierarchical manner. Systems are often built by repli-
cating and joining subsystems, making possible the creation of a model structure that yields
lumpable state spaces. This fact has been exploited to facilitate model-based numerical an-
alysis. Likewise, recent results on model construction suggest that decision diagrams can be
used to compactly represent large continuous time Markov chains (CTMCs). In this paper, we
present an approach that combines and extends these two approaches. In particular, we propose
methods that apply to hierarchically structured models with hierarchies based on sharing state
variables. The hierarchy is constructed in a way that exposes structural symmetries in the
constructed model, thus facilitating lumping. In addition, the methods allow one to derive a
symbolic representation of the associated CTMC directly from the given model without the
need to compute and store the overall state space or CTMC explicitly. The resulting repre-
sentation of a generator matrix allows the analysis of large CTMCs in lumped form. The
efficiency of the approach is demonstrated with the help of two example models.
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1. Introduction
Model-based evaluation of computer and communication systems often takes
place by simulation. In many cases, the desired results could, in principle, also be
derived through analysis of generated CTMCs; however, in practice, the size of the
systems of equations that would need to be solved is prohibitive. This “largeness
problem” has motivated much research in the construction and numerical solution of
CTMCs.
Many construction and solution techniques that have been developed for large
CTMCs can be classified as “largeness avoidance” techniques, in which certain prop-
erties of some representation of the model (ranging from the high-level description
of the model to the underlying CTMC itself) are exploited to reduce the size (in
number of states and transitions) of the underlying CTMC that needs to be solved
to obtain a solution of the model. For example, state lumping is an approach that
reduces the size of a CTMC by considering the quotient of the CTMC with respect
to an equivalence relation that preserves the Markov property and many performance
measures defined on the CTMC. Since the computation of that equivalence relation
for a large CTMC is costly in space and time, most practical lumping approaches
identify appropriate lumpings by operating on a higher-level formalism, rather than
by constructing the unlumped CTMC and then operating on it. For some modeling
formalisms, the equivalence that is used for lumping is established by the modeling
formalism itself; for instance, this is the case for stochastic well-formed nets (SWNs)
[8] and stochastic activity network-based composed models (SANs) [26]. It can also
be shown that lumping has the property of a congruence that is preserved by parallel
composition in a number of process algebra formalisms and stochastic automata, so
approaches that make use of a compositional structure in stochastic process algebras
can also be used to generate lumped overall state spaces (e.g., [4]).
Nevertheless, even a lumped state space can be extremely large, and further work
on “largeness tolerance” techniques is needed to practically support such lumped
state spaces. For example, binary and multi-valued decision diagrams (BDDs and
MDDs) have been successfully applied to explore and represent large unlumped state
spaces. The key idea is to encode states as paths in a directed acyclic graph. Tech-
niques that generate state spaces using decision diagrams are referred to as symbolic
state-space exploration and representation techniques (e.g., [14]), and in some cases,
they allow one to verify logical properties of systems with “1020 states and beyond”
[7].
For the numerical analysis of CTMCs, it is also necessary to represent the gener-
ator matrix Q in a space-efficient manner. Different approaches exist, and one possi-
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bility is to follow a divide-and-conquer strategy and represent the overall matrix Q by
a set of relatively small component matrices that are appropriately combined. Such
so-called Kronecker representations are built upon a specific matrix algebra whose
operators (Kronecker product and sum) serve as composition operators to build Q
from component matrices (e.g., [5,24,28]). In those approaches, the composition of
a system from subsystems is built upon synchronization of actions, under certain
assumptions about the structure of a model. Alternatively, component matrices can
be combined using a suitable variant of a decision diagram, namely a matrix diagram
(MD) (e.g., [11–13,22]). MDs have been proposed for systems that again are built
in a compositional manner upon synchronization of actions. Another approach is
to employ multi-terminal binary decision diagrams (MTBDDs) that store Q(s, s′)
at the end of a path through a BDD, where the path itself encodes the transition
(s, s′) (e.g., [18]). MTBDDs do not rely on a given structure of a model, but they
only perform well if there are not too many different entries in Q(s, s′). Preliminary
work on combining state-sharing and action synchronization between models for
MTBDD-based analysis is reported in [20].
A result of this paper is that it extends previous work on MDDs and MDs to
composed models that share state variables and that support next-state and weight
functions that are state-dependent in general.1 Furthermore, it combines lumping
techniques, which have been applied to state-sharing composed models, with large-
ness-tolerance techniques that use MDDs and MDs. In particular, our efforts have
resulted in a new algorithm that symbolically generates the state space of a hierar-
chical model (which is built using join and replicate operators [26]) in the form of
an MDD. The replicate operator imposes symmetries that create regular structures in
the state space, and therefore make symbolic exploration of the state space efficient
with MDDs. Concurrently with this work, other researchers have devised approaches
to combine lumping due to structural symmetries with compact representation using
a Kronecker representation [2] and symbolic data structures [16].
We also designed an algorithm to obtain an MDD representation of the lumped
state space from the MDD generated by the state-space generation algorithm. The
lumping algorithm, which reduces the size of the state space, also reduces the reg-
ularity of the MDD, whose representation becomes larger as a result. However, that
increase is negligible compared to the space used for an iteration vector in the sub-
sequent numerical analysis of the lumped CTMC. We obtain an MD representation
of the lumped CTMC as a projection of the MD of the unlumped CTMC on the
lumped state space. In performing a numerical analysis on that MD, one must use
extra care in matching states with their corresponding lumped states in the lumped
CTMC.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, we begin in Section
2 with some definitions and notations we need to specify the modeling formalism
1Approaches based on action synchronization typically impose restrictions on actions that are syn-
chronized.
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we use and to describe MDDs and MDs. Then, in Section 3, we present a sym-
bolic state-space exploration algorithm. Section 4 discusses how to obtain an MD
for the generator matrix of the lumped CTMC and how to operate on that struc-
ture for numerical analysis. The proposed approach has been implemented and used
for the numerical state-space analysis of a highly redundant fault-tolerant parallel
computer system [21,25]. We also consider a well-known performance model of a
communication protocol [29]. Results for these models are presented in Section 5.
We conclude in Section 6.
2. Background
2.1. Hierarchical model specification
In this paper, we develop a representation of the CTMC of a hierarchical com-
posed model that is built on shared state variables (SVs) among submodels. This
composition operation is the same as the one used in SAN-based reward models
[26], but is different from action-synchronization composition, which has been used
in superposed generalized stochastic Petri nets, (stochastic) process algebras, and
stochastic automata networks. In order to describe precisely how hierarchical com-
posed models of discrete event systems are constructed, we start with the definition
of a model and the composition operators that we use to build those models. Note
that the actual modeling formalism used to describe the models we compose together
can take many forms, including stochastic extensions to Petri nets, stochastic process
algebras, and “buckets and balls” models, among others. Our intent is not to create
yet another modeling formalism, but simply to specify a simple model type that
allows us to describe our technique. In reality, it will work with any discrete-event
formalism that has the characteristics described below, including composed models
with constituent models expressed in different formalisms.
Definition 1. A model M is an 8-tuple (V , Vs˜, Vs, A, s0, δ, w, prio) where V is a
finite, nonempty set of SVs and Vs ⊆ Vs˜ ⊆ V . Vs˜ is a set of shared SVs; Vs is a
set of exported shared SVs. Dv is the set of possible values v ∈ V can take. A is
a finite, nonempty set of actions. A state s is an element of ×v∈VDv , and s0 is the
initial state. The next state function δ : A × (×v∈VDv) → (×v∈VDv) is only par-
tially defined and describes a successor state for a given action and state. Function
w : A × (×v∈VDv) → R0 defines a nonnegative weight for an action and prio :
A → N0 (N0 is the set of nonnegative integers) defines a priority for an action using
a finite subset of N. For ease of notation, δ(a, s) and w(a, s) are denoted by δa(s)
and wa(s), respectively.
Note that we do not impose restrictions on δ and w, as is typically done for for-
malisms using action synchronization. For instance, action synchronization requires
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that enabling conditions and state changes of synchronized actions be conjunctions
of local conditions and local effects, e.g., the requirement called “product-form”
decomposition in [13]. Since we compose models by sharing variables, we can allow
δa(s) to be defined in a nondecomposable, rather arbitrary manner; e.g., δa(s) may
be defined only for states where
∑
v∈V sv  α, for some constant α. We compose
models by sharing SVs. There are two ways to do so. If M itself consists of submod-
els and results from some composition of those submodels (composition operators
will be defined below) then Vs˜ contains SVs that are shared among those submodels.
In addition, if M is subject to composition itself, then certain SVs of M may be
shared with other models; set Vs identifies those externally shared SVs within Vs˜.
The usefulness of subsets Vs˜ and Vs of Vs˜ will become more clear after composition
operators are defined below.
We will limit ourselves to consideration of models whose behaviors are Markov
processes by enforcing the following two restrictions. (1) For any state s and action
a, δa(s) can only be defined if there is no action a′ such that δa′(s) is defined
and prio(a′) > prio(a). If δa(s) is defined, we say that a is enabled in s. (2) If
prio(a) > 0, then a is called immediate and action a takes place (fires) with prob-
ability wa(s)/
∑
a′∈E(s) wa′(s), where E(s) ⊆ A denotes the set of actions that are
enabled in s. If prio(a) = 0, then a is timed and action a takes place after a delay
that is exponentially distributed with rate wa(s). Note that δ induces a reachability
relation among states and that the reflexive, transitive closure of δ results in the
state space of M . We restrict ourselves to models with a finite state space and those
whose structure allows us to perform an on-the-fly elimination of vanishing states.
The resulting set of tangible states is denoted by S. The generator matrix of the
associated CTMC is Q = R − D where R(s, s′) gives the sum of rates of all timed
actions whose firing leads from s to s′ (possibly including a subsequent sequence
of immediate actions whose probabilities are multiplied with the rate of the initial
timed action). D = diag(rowsum(R)) provides diagonal entries of Q as the sum
of row entries of R. In representing Q, we will focus mainly on construction of R,
since for any given R, derivation of D is straightforward.
In order to build models of complete systems from smaller and simpler models,
we define two composition operators, “join” and “replicate,” which are based on
sharing SVs of the models on which they are defined [26]. The join operator
combines a number of (possibly nonidentical) models by sharing a subset of their
SVs, while the replicate operator combines a number of copies of the same model
by sharing the same subset of each of the models’ SVs. The definition of “join”
uses the notion of substate sW , the projection of s on a set of state variables
W ⊆ V .
Definition 2. The join operator J(VJ ,M1, . . . ,Mn) over models Mj = (Vj , Vs˜j ,
Vsj , Aj , s
0,j , δj , wj , prioj ), j ∈ {1, . . . , n} with VJ ⊆
⋃n
j=1 Vsj yields a new model
M = (V , Vs˜, Vs, A, s0, δ, w, prio) with state variables V =
⋃n
j=1 Vsj ∪
⊎n
j=1 Vj\
Vsj , where an appropriate renaming of SVs in Vj\Vsj ensures unique names such
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that the union is over disjoint sets, and where ⋃nj=1 Vsj means that SVs with the
same names are indeed joined. Vs˜ =
⋃n
j=1 Vsj and Vs = VJ . A =
⊎n
j=1 Aj where
an appropriate renaming of actions in A1, . . . , An ensures that the union is over
disjoint sets. s0(v) = s0,j (v) if v ∈ Vj − Vsj and s0(v) = maxj s0,j (v) if v ∈ Vs˜.
Functions δ, w, and prio are defined such that δa(s) = s′, wa(s) = λ, and prio(a) =
prioj (a) if there exists j such that a ∈ Aj , δj,a(sVj ) = s′Vj , wj,a(sVj ) = λ, and
sV−Vj = s′V−Vj . We call M1, . . . ,Mn the children of model M .
We now more precisely identify the role of Vs˜ and Vs in M . Elements of Vs˜ are
SVs shared among the children of M , i.e., if Mj and Mj ′ both have an SV x, and if
x ∈ Vs˜, then M contains a single SV x shared by Mj and Mj ′ . On the other hand, if
x /∈ Vs˜ then x is renamed in Mj and Mj ′ (e.g., as xj and xj ′) such that M contains
two different SVs. Furthermore, if M itself is used as a child in a subsequent join
operator, only the SVs in Vs are visible and can be shared with other children of that
join operator.
By convention, we use the maximum initial value of the shared SVs as the value
of the resulting shared SV. Note that the join operator is a commutative operator.
Definition 3. The replicate operator Rn(VJ ,M) yields a new model M ′ =
J(VJ ,M1, . . . ,Mn) with Mj = M for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and VJ ⊆ VsM . We call
M the child of model M ′, and n, the cardinality of the operator.
The replicate operator is a special case of the join operator, in which all composed
models are identical; for that reason, it exhibits desirable properties with respect to
the lumpability of the CTMC its resulting model generates.
Note that the set of models is closed under the join and replicate operators, mean-
ing that the result of each of the operators is a model itself, and therefore can be a
child of another join or replicate operator. This property enables us to build com-
posed models that are hierarchical. Such composed models require a starting set of
“atomic” models that act as building blocks. Atomic models are built without use of
replicate or join operators and have Vs˜ = Vs since there is no reason to have shared
SVs that are not externally visible. For analysis of a single atomic model as such,
classical CTMC analysis applies. Hence, in the following, we are interested only in
composed models that contain at least one join or replicate operator.
For a composed model that is given in terms of possibly nested join and/or rep-
licate operators, we call each occurrence of an atomic model or the result of each
occurrence of an operator a component. Note that every component is a model. For a
model that contains m components we can define an index chosen from {1, 2, . . . , m}
over the components of a term from left to right after expanding replicate operators
into join operators. For example,
M = R2(V ′J ,J(VJ ,M ′,M
′′
)) = J(V ′J ,J(VJ ,M ′,M
′′
),J(VJ ,M
′,M ′′))
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obtains indices as in
= J1(V ′J ,J2(VJ ,M3,M4),J5(VJ ,M6,M7))
where m = 7, the leftmost join operator corresponds to the component with index
1, the second leftmost join operator has index 2, and the last component is M ′′ to
the right with index 7. Obviously, VJ and V ′J do not receive indices, because they
are not components. In the rest of the paper, the set of SVs of component c, the set
of actions of component c, and the set of SVs of model M are respectively denoted
by Vc (Vs˜c, Vsc), Ac, and V . In the following, we consider only the nontrivial case
m > 1. The motivation for this indexing scheme is partitioning of the set of SVs V
into m disjoint subsets as follows. If component c corresponds to a join operator, then
Vc = Vs˜c\VJc. If component c is an atomic model, thenVc = Vc\Vsc. The partition
is denoted byP = {V1, . . . ,Vm}, and we callVc’s (1  c  m) the blocks ofP.2
For any component c, we can define an injective mapping gc : ×v∈VcDv → N0
that gives an index number to any setting of SVs in Vc. Since we consider only
models with finite state spaces, the domain of gc is finite. Clearly, many such map-
pings exist. At this point the only condition on the mapping is that it be injective
such that any state s = (s1, . . . , sm) ∈ ×mc=1(×v∈VcDv) of a model, where sc = sVc ,
has a unique representation as a vector v = (g1(s1), . . . , gm(sm)) in Nm0 . The cth
component of the vector v, which is denoted by vc, is in fact the index of substate
sVc . We will use v and s interchangeably to represent states. In that way, we will
obtain a uniform representation of a state as a vector of natural numbers.
An important property of the replicate operator is that it generates a behavior
that enables lumping on the associated CTMC of a model [26]. We can define the
lumped state space of a model with full state space S through the help of equivalence
relations. In particular, for Rnc (VJ ,M) with index c and cardinality nc, let lc be
the number of indices used for a single replica of M . Then, by construction, all
indices in the range c, c + 1, . . . , c + nclc are associated with that replicate com-
ponent. Let v(c, d) = (vc+dlc+1, . . . , vc+dlc+lc ) be a subvector of v ∈ Nm0 for d ∈{0, . . . , nc − 1}. If the child of a replicate component c is an atomic component, then
lc = 1, and v(c, d) consists of a single element. We define an equivalence relation
Rc on v ∈ Nm0 as follows. A pair (v, v′) ∈ Rc with vectors v, v′ ∈ Nm0 if and only if
1. vd ′ = v′d ′ for all d ′ ∈ {1, . . . , c, c + nclc + 1, . . . , m} and
2. there exists a permutation (a bijective function) q : {0, . . . , nc − 1} → {0, . . . ,
nc − 1}, such that v(c, d) = v′(c, q(d)) for all d ∈ {0, . . . , nc − 1}.
When a hierarchical model contains a number of replicate components, we define
the overall equivalence relation R to be the union of equivalence relations over all
2 Depending on the composed model, some of the blocks ofPmay be empty. For the sake of simplicity
of the presentation, we assume that all blocks are nonempty. However, the degenerate cases are addressed
in our implementation.
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replicate components, i.e., R =⋃c is replicate Rc. In the next section, we describe
how we lump the state space S by building the quotient S/R: we identify each
equivalence class of R by a specific representative state. The set of these representa-
tive states constitutes the lumped state space, Slumped.
2.2. Review of MDD and MD data structures
In order to compute performance measures of a composed model, we need to con-
struct a CTMC representing the behavior of the model. Our main goal is to extend the
size of composed models that can be handled on a typical computer system by using
the structural properties of a model both to reduce the number of states that need to
be considered and to compactly represent the states that need to be considered. With
that aim, we chose to use MDD and MD data structures, respectively, to represent
the set of states and the set of transitions of the CTMC associated with a composed
model, and use the structural characteristics of the model to lump equivalent states.
In the following, we give a brief description of the two data structures.
2.2.1. Multi-valued decision diagrams review
MDDs [27] generalize binary decision diagrams (BDDs) [3]. They are useful
for encoding a set of vectors S ⊆ ×mc=1Sc since they can represent functions of
the form f : ×mc=1Sc → {0, 1} for finite sets Sc = {0, . . . , |Sc| − 1}, c ∈ {1, . . . , m}.
Hence, (s1, . . . , sm) is an element of S if and only if f (s1, . . . , sm) = 1. MDDs
are ordered, i.e., the order of Sc’s is fixed; we consider the order S1, . . . , Sm. They
are rooted, directed, acyclic graphs (“folded trees”) with terminal and nontermi-
nal nodes. A terminal node is either 0 or 1; a nonterminal node has a variable
xc ∈ Sc assigned to it and contains |Sc| pointers to a node with a variable xc′ , c′ > c
or to a terminal node. A pointer corresponds to a co-factor of f that is defined
as fxc=β = f (s1, . . . , sc−1, β, sc+1, . . . , sm) for variable xc and a constant β ∈ Sc.
Since the order is fixed, a node with variable xc is referred to as a level-c node, and
the function that a level-c node represents is denoted by (xc, fxc=0, . . . , fxc=|Sc|−1).
In the algorithms we develop, we use u[i] to denote the node to which the ith pointer
of a nonterminal node u points. u[i] is also called a child of node u. As described
in [13], typical set operations like union, intersection, and difference can be per-
formed on MDDs efficiently. MDDs are often enhanced by a so-called offset function
ρ :S→ {0, 1, . . . , |S| − 1}, where the elements of S are given indices based on
the lexicographical order. ρ is encoded through assignment of an additional weight
ρc(s1, . . . , sc) to each pointer of a level-c node, and the offset of s is the sum of
weights along the corresponding path in the MDD, i.e., ρ(s) =∑mc=1 ρc(s1, . . . , sc).
The main advantage of MDDs is that a reduction operation is used to represent
isomorphic subgraphs only once. This reduction is based on a notion of equality
for nodes; two nodes are equal if they are terminal nodes of the same value or if
they have equal tuples (xc, fxc=0, . . . , fxc=|Sc|−1). A nonterminal node is redundant
if all of its pointers point to the same node. We follow [12] and consider ordered
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MDDs, where equal nodes have been merged and redundant nodes are retained only
to ensure that a pointer of a level-c node can lead only to a level-(c + 1) node or to
the terminal node with value 0. The value of function f is derived by following a path
in an MDD graph starting at the root node and ending, after at most m nodes, at a leaf
node that represents the resulting value of {0, 1}. At each intermediate level-c node,
a successor node is selected according to sc. MDDs are particularly space-efficient
for representation of S when there are a significant number of common subvectors
in S. In the rest of the paper, the MDD representation of a set (e.g., S) is denoted by
the calligraphic letter (e.g.,S) corresponding to that set.
2.2.2. Matrix diagram review
An MD is a directed acyclic graph like an MDD, but its nodes are matrices;
MD provides one matrix per node, whereas an MDD provides one vector per node.
However, there are further differences. A nonterminal Sc × S′c matrix at level c of
an MD contains elements that are sets of pairs. Each pair (r, p) consists of a real
value r and a pointer to a level-(c + 1) node or a terminal node. Terminal nodes
are 1×1 matrices with entries {0, 1}. Clearly, only paths that finally lead to the
entry 1 are relevant, so terminal nodes are necessary only so that the theoretical
framework will be coherent; they are not explicitly considered in an implementa-
tion.
As in MDDs, the order of levels is fixed, and we can define two level-c nodes
to be equal if their matrices are equal. Again, we consider a reduced structure in
which equal nodes have been merged. In a reduced MD, any two pairs (r, p), (r ′, p′)
in a matrix entry (sc, s′c) of some level-c node are replaced by a pair (r + r ′, p)
if p = p′. Let  denote the set of all paths with elements (sc, s′c, rc, pc) that start
at the root node and follow a sequence (s1, s′1), . . . , (sm, s′m)(1) of matrix elements
(r1, p1), . . . , (rm, pm) that ends at 1. A matrix diagram encodes a function f :
×mc=1(Sc ×S′c) →Rwhere f ((s1, s′1), . . . , (sm, s′m)) =
∑
π∈
∏m
c=1,(sc,s′c,rc,pc)∈π rc,
i.e., real values are multiplied along a path and summed over all paths. This definition
allows us to use MDs to encode a matrix like R. Algorithms for manipulating MDs
are described in detail in [12]. In order to make the MDs that we generate compatible
with the MDD of the state space, we encode the SVs in Vc in level-c of the MD,
as we did for the MDD.
3. Symbolic generation of lumped state space
In this section, we will give a detailed description of our new algorithm for sym-
bolic generation of the lumped state space of a composed model. In doing so, we
first describe the state-space generation (SSG) algorithm that does not take lumping
properties into account, and therefore generates the unlumped state space. Then we
give an algorithm that exploits the structural properties of the replicate operator to
lump the state space computed by the previous algorithm.
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3.1. Symbolic generation of unlumped state space for composed models
A symbolic SSG algorithm is similar to a traditional one in the sense that both
algorithms start with the initial state of the model and keep firing actions until all
reachable states have been explored. The difference is that in a traditional algorithm,
each time an action is fired only one state is visited, while in a symbolic algorithm,
a (potentially large) set of states is visited. In our SSG algorithm, we use MDDs
to represent sets of states. In order to design an efficient symbolic algorithm for
composed models, we identify key structural properties of a model, and based on
those properties we determine the “meaning,” with respect to the composed model
structure, of each level of the MDD. In particular, when we use an MDD to represent
the set of states of a model, we use a vector to represent each state of the model. This
vector representation is determined by partition P of the set of SVs. More formally,
for each component 1  c  m, level c of the MDD represents substates of the form
sc. In other words, we define Sc, the set of possible values of a level-c node, such
that |Sc| = |{sc|s ∈ S}|.
An action a is called independent of a set of SVs W (in the context of a model
M) if a’s next state function δ and weight w are evaluated independently from the
value settings for SVs in W ; otherwise, a is dependent on W . To support our SSG
algorithm, we partition the set of actions Ac of an atomic component c into Ac,l and
Ac,g, which are the sets of local and global actions of component c, respectively. a is
global if it is dependent on any shared SV, and it is local otherwise. More formally,
a ∈ Ac,l if and only if a is independent of Vc\Vc.
In order to design an efficient state-space generation algorithm, we consider a
restricted class of composed models in which all global actions are of the lowest
priority, i.e., they are timed actions. There are no other restrictions on how actions are
enabled or change state, i.e., δa(s) can be an arbitrary function on its atomic model’s
SVs. This generality implies that a distinction into acylic and cyclic dependencies as
discussed in [28] does not apply. There is no restriction on local actions. The slight
restriction on global actions we do have has two important implications that enable
us to design an efficient SSG algorithm: (1) the elimination of vanishing states can
take place locally, i.e., in each atomic component, and on the fly, i.e., without storing
intermediate vanishing states, and (2) atomic components that share SVs cannot stop
one another from proceeding locally. The latter property gives us the ability to use
an approach similar to saturation [9] (in firing local actions) and generate a subset of
the state space of an atomic component independently from other atomic components
as long as the fired actions are independent from the shared SVs of that component,
i.e., the actions are local.
3.1.1. The overall algorithm
We first describe SSSE (shown in Fig. 1), the algorithm we employ to gener-
ate the unlumped state space of a composed model. SSSE calls two procedures:
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Fig. 1. Pseudocodes of the state-space exploration procedures. (a) Overall symbolic state-space explora-
tion, (b) local state-space exploration and (c) saturation.
LOCALSSE, which explores the state space by firing local actions, and GLOBAL-
SSE, which does the same by firing global actions.
We keep an MDD representation of two subsets of S: S and U. SSSE starts by
initializing S and U to {s0}, the starting state of the system, in lines 1–2. At the
beginning of each iteration of the while loop (line 3), two invariants hold true: S
is the set of states that have been reached so far and U is the set of reached but
unexplored states. Both sets contain only tangible states as we eliminate vanishing
states on the fly. Thus, U ⊆S. In lines 3–7, actions are repeatedly fired on states in
U, andU andS are updated accordingly. Each iteration of the while loop preserves
the invariants. Therefore, the algorithm terminates when U = ∅, i.e., the firing of
actions no longer generates any new states. At that point (line 8), S is the set of
reachable states of the composed model.
The important point about this algorithm is the way it efficiently fires actions on
states in U. As we will describe below in detail, we handle the firing of local and
global actions separately because we exploit the unique way each type of action
modifies the MDD of the state space. LOCALSSE(U) adds toU the set of states that
can be reached from any state inU by a (finite) sequence of local action firings. Note
that the local actions are timed; immediate actions are taken care of by on-the-fly
elimination of vanishing states. GLOBALSSE(U) adds toU the set of states that can
be reached from any state in U by a single global action firing followed by a (finite)
sequence of immediate (local) action firings.
LOCALSSE and GLOBALSSE do not take into account the lumping properties
of replicate operators. Instead, they treat replicate operators as join operators with
identical children. Moreover, they consider firing actions of atomic components only,
because join and replicate operators do not introduce new actions of their own.
3.1.2. Firing local actions
By definition, a local action a ∈ Ac,l is independent of Vc\Vc, and therefore
δa(s) depends only on sVc . Furthermore, by the restriction we introduced earlier, all
immediate transitions are local. Finally, note that all SVs inVc are encoded in level
c of the MDD. These properties imply that in order to generate a set of states that are
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visited by completion of action a, we only need to manipulate the nodes in level-c
of the MDD.
Suppose that a (tangible) substate sc can lead to a tangible substate s′c by a se-
quence of actions in Ac,l. Hence, if state (v1, . . . , vc−1, i, vc+1, . . . , vm) is reachable,
then state (v1, . . . , vc−1, i′, vc+1, . . . , vm) is also reachable where i = gc(sc) and
i′ = gc(s′c). To implement this local state exploration on the MDD, we perform the
“saturation” operation on all nodes u in level-c: u[i′] ← u[i] ∪ u[i′] for all possible
values of i and i′. In that operation, values of vj ’s are implicit; all state paths that
go through u constitute all states of the form (v1, . . . , vc−1, i, vc+1, . . . , vm).
Fig. 1(a) shows LOCALSSE, which explores the state space using only local
actions Ac,l of every atomic component c. Therefore, LOCALSSE iterates through
all nodes uc of levels that correspond to atomic components (denoted by IAM) in
depth-first search (dfs) order. For each node uc that encodes a set of substates of
the form sc, it saturates usat, the node that is to be the saturated version of uc, by
calling SATURATE(usat) in line 4. Finally, in lines 5–6, uc is replaced by its saturated
version usat.3 The reason for iterating through all nodes in dfs order is that (due to
implementation issues) we need to ensure that a node is saturated after all its children
have been saturated.
SATURATE(u) (shown in Fig. 1(c)) fires local actions until no further local action
firing can add any substate to the set. Lines 3–10 perform the abovementioned satu-
ration operation on u in a “symbolic” manner, i.e., for each i′, lines 6–8 add all states
of the form (v1, . . . , vc−1, i′, vc+1, . . . , vm) to U. Notice that during the saturation
operation, we may need to increase the size of u (i.e., the number of its pointers),
since we do not know the size of the state space of Mc in advance. The important
point is that due to the locality of the actions, we can expand the set of reachable
states of the system only by (local) changes to u.
Repetitive computations related to local state exploration might occur, since the
same substate may be explored many times for different nodes throughout the execu-
tion of SSSE. In order to prevent these extra computations, we need an efficient data
structure for each atomic component c that stores the reachability relation among
substate indices of that component. More formally, we need to know, for every i,
the set of all substate indices i′ which we can reach from substate with index i by
a (finite) sequence of local action firings. We can determine that by computing the
reflexive and transitive closure of a square Boolean-valued matrix denoted by Bc.
Bc is defined on the tangible state space of Mc, which means that Bc has |Sc| rows
and columns. Bc(i, i′) = 1 if and only if, starting from substate i, there is a sequence
of local action firings (in which the first is timed and the others, if any, are imme-
diate) that leads to substate i′. Otherwise, Bc(i, i′) = 0. Let B∗c be the reflexive and
transitive closure of Bc. That means B∗c (i, i′) = 1 if and only if there is a (possibly
3 In the actual implementation, uc is not replaced by usat in one step. Instead, uc is replaced by usat
for each of the pointers coming from the upper level. Hence, eventually no node will point to uc , uc will
be garbage-collected, and therefore uc will essentially be replaced by usat.
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empty) sequence of local action firings that takes component c from substate i to i′.
Since entries of Bc are updated as we explore the atomic component state space, and
since computing the transitive closure from scratch is expensive, we use a simple but
rather efficient online algorithm given by Ibaraki and Katoh [19] to maintain B∗c as
we update Bc. In the actual implementation, the size of B∗c increases as the set of
possible substates sc grows.
Due to space limitations, we have not shown the pseudocode for computing B∗c .
One way to understand how its elements are computed is to assume that accessing
B∗c (i, i′) in line 5 of SATURATE causes a function call if substate i has not already
been explored. The function explores substate i by firing actions in Ac,l, computes
one row of Bc as defined above, and computes elements of B∗c using Ibaraki and
Katoh’s algorithm.
3.1.3. Firing global actions
Fig. 2 shows GLOBALSSE, which explores the state space using only global
actions Ac,g of every atomic component c. GLOBALSSE iterates through all atomic
components c ∈ IAM. For each one, the recursive procedure FIREALLGLOBALS in
line 4 generates the set of tangible states that are reachable from states inU by firing
one action in Ac,g. Finally, in line 5, the states are added to U. The roles of arrays
of nodes u and array of substate indices i are described below. They are allocated in
GLOBALSSE but initialized and used in the recursive calls of FIREALLGLOBALS.
Consider a global action a ∈ Ac,g of an atomic component c. By definition, a
depends not only on SVs in Vc but also on shared SVs in other V sets. The parti-
tion P = {V1, . . . ,Vm} determines Ic, the set of indices of MDD levels in which
the SVs in Vc are encoded. In particular, Ic = {c′|Vc′ ∩ Vc /= ∅}. Therefore, Vc ⊆⋃
c′∈IcVc′ , and, due to the order we chose on P, c
′  c for all c′ ∈ Ic. In order to
impose an order on the members of Ic, we use Lc to denote the sequence of members
of Ic sorted in ascending order. In other words, if the kth member of a sequence
L is denoted by L(k), we have |Lc| = |Ic|, Lc(k) ∈ Ic for all 1  k  |Lc|, and
Lc(k) < Lc(k + 1) for all 1  k < |Lc|.
Fig. 2. Pseudocode of the global state-space exploration procedure.
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It is important to note that, in terms of changes that need to be applied on the
MDD, firing a global action in state-sharing composed models is inherently more
difficult than firing a synchronizing action in an action-synchronization model, as
discussed in [9]. The reason is that in the latter case, the sets of SVs of atomic sub-
models are disjoint, and due to the product-form behavior [9], the changes that need
to be applied on a node v (in the level corresponding to an atomic model) during
saturation depend only on the information present in v and the action a to be fired,
regardless of whether a is local or synchronizing. However, in the former case, some
SVs are shared among atomic models, so that firing a global action a on a node v
requires not only the information in v but also the information in other levels of the
MDD. This makes the saturation approach inapplicable in the case of firing global
actions in state-sharing composed models.
Now that we know what levels of the MDD are affected by action a, we discuss
how they are affected. To fire action a, we need to add the state (s′Vc , sV \Vc ) to U
for each state s ∈ U where δa(s) = s′. To realize this state addition operation on the
MDD, we have to consider the paths corresponding to all such states s. Then, for
each path, we have to update nodes in appropriate levels. However, considering the
paths one by one is not the best way to do so. To describe the better method we have
developed, we first need to define the concept of an “MDD connector.” An MDD
connector between two nodes w and w′ is a subgraph of the MDD that includes only
subpaths of the MDD that start from w and end with w′. MDD connectors connect
the nodes of levels in Ic if they differ by more than one level.
To illustrate this, consider the example in Fig. 3, in which |Lc| = 3. u0 is an
imaginary node such that u0[i0] is equal to the root of U 4 (line 3 of GLOBALSSE).
It is used to avoid case-by-case analysis, and thus to simplify the presentation. uk is
a node in level Lc(k) of the MDD for k ∈ {1, . . . , |Lc|}. The left-hand side of the
figure shows all paths of the MDD (before firing action a) that pass through all uk’s.
Let Uˆ be the set of all states that these paths represent. Let Uk be the MDD con-
nector between uk−1[ik−1] and uk where ik = gc(sLc(k)). FIREONEGLOBAL, which
is called by FIREALLGLOBALS (Fig. 2(b)) generates another MDD that represents
the set of states reachable from Uˆ by the firing of all actions a ∈ Ac,g, that is, Uˆ′ ={
(s′Vc , sV \Vc )|s ∈ Uˆ, δa(s) = s′, a ∈ Ac,g
}
. Notice that in order to generate Uˆ′, we
do not need to change the nodes in any of the Uk’s (k ∈ {1, . . . , |Lc|}), because action
a is independent of the SVs encoded in the levels corresponding to Uk’s. Instead,
FIREONEGLOBAL (1) makes a copy of each Uk , (2) computes i′k = gc
(
s′Lc(k)
)
and
creates new nodes u′k for each enabled action in Ac,g, and (3) connects all the new
nodes as shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 3 in order to build Uˆ′. Because of
limited space, the pseudocode of FIREONEGLOBAL is not given.
4 Strictly speaking, no such u0 exists, because there is no node that points to any level-1 node, includ-
ing the root of U.
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Fig. 3. Computing the set of next states for global actions using MDD connectors.
To generate states reached by firing actions in Ac,g from all states in U, we have
to consider all distinct sets of nodes {u1, . . . , u|Lc|} (i.e., nodes with index levels
in Lc) and their corresponding indices: i1, . . . , i|Lc|. For each of the distinct sets
of nodes and indices we have to consider the corresponding Uˆ and generate the
corresponding Uˆ′ as described above. Generation of all such Uˆ′’s is the role of FIRE-
ALLGLOBALS(c, k, u0...|Lc|, i0...|Lc|), which recursively iterates through all nodes in
the levels Lc(k), . . . , Lc(|Lc|) (line 2) and all substate indices (line 6) of those nodes.
In each recursive call, MDDCONNECTOR in line 4 checks whether there is an MDD
connector between two neighboring nodes, i.e., between uk−1[ik−1] and uk . If there
is one, the procedure goes deeper down in the MDD by a recursive call; otherwise, it
tries the next substate index in uk or the next node in level Lc(k). When k = |Lc| the
algorithm is at level Lc(|Lc|), which means that all the substate indices necessary to
rebuild the state of an atomic model are known and stored in array i. Moreover, the
nodes in each of the levels Lc(1), . . . , Lc(|Lc|) are stored in array u. In that situation,
FIREONEGLOBAL in line 10 fires all actions in Ac,g that are enabled in the substate
given by array i, builds Uˆ′, and adds the states of Uˆ′ to U′. Finally, we compute
the union of all the resulting U′ sets and add it to U.
Given S, we could obtain an MD of the unlumped CTMC, and apply known
approaches for the MD-based numerical analysis of CTMCs [12]. Part of our goal,
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however, is to reduce the number of states in the resulting CTMC; therefore, as
discussed in the next subsection, we computeSlumped.
3.2. MDD conversion to lumped state space
In the SSG algorithm described above, we treated the replicate operator as a join
operator with identical children, without considering lumping properties. The final
step we take is to lump the states according to the lumping induced by the structure
of the composed model or, in other words, to compute S/R. In order to do that, we
use a specific element of each equivalence class as an identifier (or representative)
of the class. In particular, for a replicate component c, we define on state vector v
function minc(v) : Nm0 → Nm0 to be the state vector v′ that satisfies (v′, v) ∈ Rc and
v′(c, d − 1) lex v′(c, d) for all 1  d < nc where lex is the lexicographical order
on vectors. We also define function min(v) : Nm0 → Nm0 to be the vector v′ that satis-
fies minc(v) = v′ for all replicate components c. Obviously, minc(v) = minc(v′) for
all (v, v′) ∈ Rc, and similarly min(v) = min(v′) for all (v, v′) ∈ R. Given any vector
v, the corresponding class identifier min(v) can be computed by appropriate sorting
operations on v. Notice that for every equivalence class C of S/R there exists only
one v such that v ∈ C and min(v) = v. To compute S/R we eliminate from S all
paths (states) that do not satisfy min(v) = v. That computation is translated, in terms
of MDDs, to the computation ofS ∩R, where R is the MDD representation of the
set of all states v ∈ Nm0 that satisfy min(v) = v. Hence, the problem of computing
S/R is reduced to building R based on the definition of min.
However, the definition of min(v) imposes a strict relationship among the various
components of vector v, which implies a tight coupling among levels of R in terms
of MDDs. And therefore, the number of nodes of R grows very quickly in terms of
the number of levels involved in the definition of min(v), 5 and this makes the direct
computation ofS ∩R problematic.
To avoid this large memory consumption, we can express the large MDD of R in
terms of a small number of considerably smaller MDDs, and instead of computing
S ∩R directly, we compute the intersection ofS with a large set expression that is
equal toR. As the first step, we observe thatR =⋂c is replicate Rc whereRc is the
set of all states v ∈ Nm0 that satisfy minc(v) = v. That implies S ∩R = (· · · (S ∩
Rc1) ∩ · · · ∩Rcr ), where c1, . . . , cr are the indices of all replicate components of a
composed model. Since in general, each of the Rc’s involves tight coupling among
far fewer levels than R does, each Rc is significantly smaller than R. Hence, com-
puting (· · · (S ∩Rc1) ∩ · · · ∩Rcr ) is much faster than computing S ∩R directly,
because the efficiency we gain by using smaller-sizedRc’s outweighs the extra time
we have to spend to compute r intersection operations rather than one.
5 In the case of nested replicate operators, we claim that this number can be exponential in terms of
the cardinality of the inner replicate operators. Proving this claim is not difficult, but to be concise, we do
not give a proof here.
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Still, we can do better. The next phase is to divide each Rc into many MDDs,
each of which has tight coupling between only two levels. As an example, suppose
lc = 1 for a replicate component c. Then Rc is the MDD representation of the set
of vectors v ∈ Nm0 that satisfy vc+1  · · ·  vc+nc , and therefore, Rc involves cou-
pling among nc levels. However, we have Rc = Rc,1 ∩ · · · ∩Rc,nc−1 where Rc,d
(1  d < nc) is the set of vectors that satisfy vc+d  vc+d+1. Now, instead of com-
putingS ∩Rc directly, we compute (· · · (S ∩Rc,1) ∩ · · · ∩Rc,nc−1). For cases in
which lc > 1, the same technique is still applicable, and generally, it can be shown
that indirect computation of S ∩Rc involves creating O(nclc) small MDDs and
performing O(nclc) MDD set operations (i.e., union and intersection), where O is
the big-oh notation.
4. State transition rate matrix generation and numerical analysis
In this section, we describe how to perform an iterative numerical analysis based
on an MD representation of R for the lumped CTMC. Its basic step is a matrix–vector
multiplication, which requires consideration of several issues if it is performed with
an MD. We start with the generation of an MD from the local transition rate matrices
generated during state-space exploration. In Section 3 only Boolean matrices Bc of
state transitions are mentioned; however, it is straightforward to have corresponding
rates (possibly scaled by probabilities of paths of subsequent immediate transitions)
yielding matrices Rc. With the MD representation of the unlumped CTMC at hand,
we need to focus on Slumped as the set of rows. Matrix entries in those rows will
refer to columns s′ whose correspondence to min(s′) must be established. Finally,
there are cases in which the MD will generate multiple elements that must be added
for a single matrix entry in Rlumped. These issues are resolved in the remainder of
this section.
4.1. State transition rate matrix generation using MDs
Formally, we first derive a generalized Kronecker representation of the rate matrix
R that gives us an unlumped MD in a straightforward manner, and then use the MDD
to obtain a projection to the lumped state space. Conceptually, MD generation with
the help of a Kronecker representation and MDD projection follows the line of argu-
ments in [12]. However, it differs in important aspects. In particular, the Kronecker
representation we derive contains functional transitions [28] that are subsequently
resolved to constant values in the MD. The MD that finally results requires addi-
tional, specific algorithms to describe the rate matrix of the lumped CTMC. Note
that an implementation directly generates an MD based on the local transition rate
matrices obtained during state-space exploration.
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4.1.1. A Kronecker representation for R
A Kronecker structure makes use of the matrix operator Kronecker product ⊗ to
combine small component matrices into a large matrix. The building blocks of the
Kronecker representation are matrices Ra,c that represent the effect of timed action
a on atomic component c. 6 Let γc : S → ×v∈VcDv be a mapping that provides the
state in terms of its SVs for an atomic model Mc with component index c. Also let
ηc = |codomain(γc)|. In fact, Ra,c ∈ Rηc×ηc , and Ra,c(s, s′) is the weight of a at s
multiplied by the probability of reaching s′ via some sequences of immediate actions
in Mc, where s and s′ are states of atomic component c.
Note that the difficulty in the derivation of Ra,c is not in calculating entries, which
is done by using the definition of Mc. The difficulty is in finding the set of reachable
states of Mc, since sharing s with other models causes other models to generate
new states as well. 7 This difficulty is overcome by using S as described below.
Specifically, for each timed action a and atomic component c, we define m matrices
Rc′a,c, c′ ∈ {1, . . . , m} where Rc′a,c denotes the projection of Ra,c on Sc′ × Sc′ and
Sc′ = {sc′ |s ∈ S}. In fact, Rc′a,c denotes the “effect” of Ra,c on level c′ of the MD
representation of R. More formally, Rc′a,c ∈ RSc′×Sc′ and
Rc
′
a,c(sc′ , s
′
c′) =


1 if c′ /= c and ∃s = (s1, . . . , sm), s′ = (s′1, . . . , s′m) ∈ S
such that Ra,c(γc(s), γc(s′)) /= 0
fa if c′ = c and ∃s = (s1, . . . , sm), s′ = (s′1, . . . , s′m) ∈ S
such that Ra,c(γc(s), γc(s′)) /= 0
0 otherwise
where fa : S × S → R is a functional transition that evaluates to Ra,c(γc(s), γc(s′))
for given states s, s′; see [28] for the definition and treatment of Kronecker represen-
tations that are generalized with respect to functions as matrix entries. Notice that
Rc′a,c is simply an identity matrix if c′ /∈ Ic, where, as defined before, Ic is the set of
indices of MDD levels in which the SVs in Vc are encoded.
With those matrices, we obtain a Kronecker representation to describe a state
transition rate matrix R̂. Its basic operation, the Kronecker product C = A ⊗ B, is
defined for matrices A ∈ Rn×m,B ∈ Rk×l , and C ∈ Rnk×ml as C(a1 · k + b1, a2 ·
l + b2) = A(a1, a2) · B(b1, b2). We define R̂ as
R̂ =
∑
Mc∈AM
∑
a∈Ac
m⊗
c′=1
Rc
′
a,c, (1)
where AM stands for atomic models. We briefly argue why R is a submatrix of
R̂. We consider an entry R((s1, . . . , sm), (s′1, . . . , s′m)) = λ. Since several actions
may contribute to λ we have λ =∑a∈E(s) λa(s, s′) where λa(s, s′) is wa(s) possibly
6 Immediate actions are used only during the on-the-fly eliminations of vanishing states.
7 Formally, one may consider those new states as a set of initial states S0 that may grow as a result of
the firing of global actions of other models.
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multiplied by the probability of a subsequent sequence of immediate actions yielding
s′. For any term λa(s, s′) > 0, we defined Rc
′
a,c(sc′ , s
′
c′) = λc′ > 0. Since only λc /= 1
we have
∏m
c′=1 λc′ = λc = fa = Ra,c(γc(s), γc(s′)). By the definition of Kronecker
product,
⊗m
c′=1 Rc
′
a,c contributes λc =
∏m
c′=1 Rc
′
a,c(sc′ , s
′
c′) to R̂((s1, . . . , sm),
(s′1, . . . , s′m)). R is a submatrix of R̂ since S ⊆ ×mc′=1Sc′ .
4.1.2. MD construction for lumped state-transition rate matrix
Transformation of a Kronecker representation into an MD is immediate. For each
term
⊗m
c′=1 Rc
′
a,c, we define an MD with 1 node per level, the node at level c′ contains
matrix Rc′a,c, and its nonzero entries point to node c′ + 1. In the case of c′ = m, the
nonzero entries formally point to terminal node 1. Since addition is defined for MD,
we can sum the resulting MDs of all terms in the two sums in Eq. 1. Note that the
functional transitions that appear in Rc′a,c can be resolved to constant values in the
MD, because sets Vc′ are ordered such that the sets that contain shared SVs of an
atomic model Mc all have lower indices than c, and thus those sets appear at a higher
level of MD. Hence, if a path through the MD reaches level c, the values of all shared
SVs are known. Resolving functional transitions into constant values may require the
splitting of matrices that were otherwise shared in the MD.
The advantage of an MD over a Kronecker representation is that we can re-
strict the MD to the S×S submatrix contained in a Kronecker representation.
In order to restrict this representation to S, we refine the definition of matrices as
Rc′a,c[(s1, . . . , sc′−1), (s′1, . . . , s′c′−1)] ∈ RSc′×Sc′ so that it will depend on the subset
of states (s1, . . . , sc′−1), (s′1, . . . , s′c′−1), namely:
Rc
′
a,c[(s1, . . . , sc′−1), (s′1, . . . , s′c′−1)](sc′ , s′c′)
=


1 if c′ /= c and ∃s = (s1, . . . , sm),
s′ = (s′1, . . . , s′m) ∈ S
s.t. Ra,c(γc(s), γc(s′)) /= 0
Ra,c(γ ′c(s1, . . . , sc), γ ′c(s′1, . . . , s′c)) if c′ = c
0 otherwise
where γ ′c is the same as γc but defined on components 1, . . . , c, which is possible
since all (shared) SVs of component c appear at components c′  c and a is inde-
pendent of SVs at components c + 1, . . . , m. Hence, for any (s1, . . . , sm) ∈ S the
equality γ ′c(s1, . . . , sc) = γc(s1, . . . , sm) holds. To build an MD out of these matri-
ces, we let an entry in Rc′a,c[(s1, . . . , sc′−1), (s′1, . . . , s′c′−1)](sc′ , s′c′) point to matrix
Rc′+1a,c [(s1, . . . , sc′), (s′1, . . . , s′c′)] if c′ < m. Pointers from nonzero entries at level
m point to terminal node 1. To keep the definition of those matrices readable, we
oversized their dimension as Sc′ × Sc′ ; hence, some rows and columns in the matrices
of the MD contain only zero entries and can safely be removed.
By construction, it is fairly clear that any path in the MD corresponds to a tuple
((s1, . . . , sm), (s
′
1, . . . , s
′
m)) that describes the effect of action a in Mc, and that its
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value results from the product of values along the path. Since all numerical values
except Ra,c(γ ′c(s), γ ′c(s′)) are 1, it is clear that the resulting value gives the appro-
priate entry corresponding to a (possibly followed by some local immediate actions
in Mc).
The MD of the overall model is then obtained by addition of the MDs for each
timed action of all atomic models. Local actions of a model have room for opti-
mization; for instance, their matrices can be summed up to a single local action to
reduce the number of actions to be considered. So far, our presentation has followed
a top-down approach to generate an MD; that gives us a natural way to verify the
correctness of the MD construction. Clearly, during the construction of the MD, the
reduction operator for matrix diagrams is applied to minimize space requirements
of the overall structure.
The final step for the MD construction is to use the approach of [11,12,22] which
is to project the rows and columns of the MD to Slumped and S, respectively. The
resulting MD provides only rates of state transitions from s ∈Slumped to s′ ∈S.
However, note that s′ may belong to S\Slumped, i.e., s′ /= min(s′). A recursive
depth-first-search (DFS) procedure enumerates all matrix entries encoded in the MD
as triples (s, s′, λ), where λ results from the product of values found on a path from
the root node to a leaf node in the MD. This procedure is inspired by the Act-RwCl
algorithm of [5], formulated for matrix diagrams in [23]. DFS gains its efficiency by
following paths through all entries of a matrix Ria,c before returning to level i − 1.
In this way it amortizes the cost of following a path in the MD and increases locality
of access to data structures. Note that the construction ensures that all entries but
one along a path are 1, so in fact no multiplications are required to compute the
product of values along a path in the MD. The state information s = (s1, . . . , sm)
must be mapped to the corresponding index value in {0, . . . , |S− 1|} to support
a matrix–vector multiplication. Other MD approaches perform that mapping by an
offset function ρ encoded in an MDD [11, 12, 22]. In our case, we can look up ρ(s)
from the MDD ofSlumped only for s ∈Slumped by the help of the offset computation
known for MDDs. If s′ ∈Slumped, a straightforward option is to sort entries of s′ to
obtain the representative min(s′) of its equivalence class.
Sorting is avoided if we construct a new “sorting” MDD whose offset function
ρ′ is modified to fulfill ρ′(s′) = ρ(min(s′)). This means paths of elements of the
same equivalence class will evaluate to the same offset value. To generate the sorting
MDD, we can start from an unreduced MDD in the form of a tree for setS. A valid
initial encoding of the mapping is to assign ρ′m(s1, . . . , sm) = ρ(min(s1, . . . , sm))
and 0 to all internal values ρ′c(s1, . . . , sc), c < m. In order to allow for sharing, we
perform a bottom-up procedure. Let min(s1, . . . , sc) = minsc {ρ′c(s1, . . . , sc)}; then
new offset values are ρ′c−1(s1, . . . , sc−1) = min(s1, . . . , sc) and ρ′c(s1, . . . , sc) =
ρ′c(s1, . . . , sc) − min(s1, . . . , sc). The changes leave ρ′(s) =
∑m
c=1 ρ′c(s1, . . . , sc)
invariant, but reduce the ranges of numerical values at lower levels of the sorting
MDD to allow for sharing. The space used for the sorting MDD depends on the
degree of sharing; however, the offset computation for s′ /∈Slumped can take place
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at the same cost as for s ∈Slumped. This cost is O(m) for a single state considered
individually, but the DFS procedure allows us to profit from locality and amortizes
that cost.
4.1.3. Accumulation of multiple entries
If a model has replicated components, the MD and MDDs have one level for
each replica. Therefore, if k out of m replicas are in the same local state, any action
performed by one of the k replicas will be performed by all of them, resulting in
k triples (s, s′, λ) that need to be summed for the matrix entry of Rlumped. In the
case of a single replicate operator, if k is known, we can scale λ, the rate of a, by
a factor k and consider it only once. In the case of nested replicate operators, the
procedure is more complicated, as we need to consider products of state-dependent
scaling factors that result in a function scale(s) for state s. Then, scale(s) · λ gives
the corresponding entry for the lumped system.
However, for many applications, accumulation of entries may be desirable for
numerical accuracy but is not a necessity for the algebraic operations performed
on the matrix. For instance, a matrix–vector multiplication does not require accu-
mulation, since multiplication distributes over addition. In the current implementa-
tion, we do not perform accumulation of multiple entries to save the overhead in
performance.
4.1.4. Numerical analysis
So far, we described how to enumerate all matrix entries of Rlumped as triples
(ρ(s), ρ(min(s′)), λ) in the order imposed by the DFS procedure on the MD, which
implies that we do not observe matrix entries being ordered by rows or by col-
umns. However, it is possible to obtain an order by submatrices, since the top-
level node of the MD imposes a block structure on the resulting matrix, which is
naturally followed by the DFS enumeration procedure. Following [17], the enumera-
tion of matrix entries suffices to implement matrix–vector multiplication x · Rlumped,
which in turn is essentially what is needed to perform iterative solution methods
like the Power method or Jacobi’s method for steady-state analysis and uniformi-
zation for transient analysis. Some iterative methods require access by submatri-
ces (e.g., Block-SOR, IAD, and Takahashi’s method), which also can be efficiently
supported. Only efficient access of columns of Rlumped, required for Gauss–Sei-
del or SOR, remains as an open research problem. The inefficiency results from
the poor locality of data accesses, and therefore poor use of the hardware cache,
in the algorithm that accesses the MD by columns. Particularly, we implemented
the column access algorithm given in [12] along with the proposed column cach-
ing scheme and we observed about one order of magnitude slower running times
than accessing the elements of the MD in DFS order. As a side remark, we note
that we can also use the current enumeration of entries to create an additional,
canonical MD [22] and use existing MD multiplication schemes for that canonical
MD.
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4.1.5. Related work
We have described a method to compute an MDD and MD for a lumped CTMC
of composed models that share state variables. Existing results of Ciardo and Miner
[9,11–13] for MDD and MD generation of composed models that share actions are
related and have been used here; the concept of a local transitive closure has been dis-
cussed in different contexts [6,9,13]. The novelty of our approach is in the encoding
of a different composition operation into symbolic data structures and the treatment
of general next-state and weight functions for global actions. The dynamic gener-
ation of state spaces for atomic components has been developed independently of
the recent result in [10], which is nevertheless conceptually closely related. Note
that the encoding of matrix entries we selected in the MD implies that the weight
of a state transition results from a product of values where only one factor is some
number other than 1, so that no real multiplications are required. This is an advan-
tage in terms of efficiency. Furthermore, we exploit the fact that replicated atomic
models can share the same matrices in the state space. The definition of a sorting
MDD has not been considered before, and it illustrates how an arbitrary function
could be encoded as an offset function of an MDD. In summary, the consideration
of a different composition operation and lumping algorithm required us to develop
several innovations that go beyond existing works.
5. Performance results
As stated in the introduction, the goal of this work was to create CTMC gen-
eration algorithms that simultaneously exploit the symmetries in models to reduce
the number of states that need to be considered and make use of MDD and MD
data structures to compactly represent the states and transitions. While the previous
sections show that our approach is indeed possible from a theoretical point of view,
the concrete evidence of their utility comes from their implementation and use on
example models. In this section, we briefly describe the implementation we have
made, and illustrate its use. The results show that symbolic generation and repre-
sentation of the lumped CTMC of composed models with shared state variables are
indeed practical, and enable us to solve much larger composed models than would
be possible using lumping or symbolic representation techniques alone.
5.1. Implementation in Möbius
In order to test the efficiency of the developed algorithms, we implemented them
within Möbius [15]. We have completed the implementation of the MDD-based state
space (SS) generation, the lumping algorithms, and the MD-based generation of the
lumped CTMC for composed models that consist of an arbitrary number of repli-
cate and join operators. We also implemented iterators to support numerical analysis
using the Möbius state-level abstract functional interface (AFI) [17]. The SSG imple-
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mentation interacts with the component models using the Möbius model-level AFI
[15], thus supporting any atomic model type that Möbius supports, including stochas-
tic activity networks, performance evaluation process algebra (PEPA), and Buckets
and Balls, and accepts composed models generated by the Möbius Replicate-Join
composed model editor. Since the MD-based state-transition rate matrix implemen-
tation supports the allEdges iterator of the Möbius state-level AFI, all the numerical
solvers in Möbius that support that iterator can be used. All the code involved in
the experiments was compiled using the gcc 3.2.2 compiler with the -O3 optimiza-
tion option. All experiments were conducted using an Athlon XP2400 machine with
1.5 GB of main memory.
In developing efficient algorithms, many enhancements are small from a concep-
tual point of view, but can have a large practical impact. One obvious and effective
technique we used was to automatically remove levels of the MD/MDD data struc-
tures whose corresponding Vc sets are empty. In the second example model we
describe below, this technique reduced the number of levels by about 50%, which
made traversing the MDDs and MDs, and therefore the CTMC solution, faster. The
other technique that we used was to convert dynamic data structures into static ones
after the data structures have been constructed and have ceased to be modified, e.g.,
we converted all the linked lists that were created for each of the MD nodes during
MD construction to arrays. According to our experiments, that decreased the solution
time by about 10–15%.
We now present the results from two models to illustrate the time and space char-
acteristics of our implementation.
5.2. Courier protocol
We first consider a GSPN model of a parallel communication software system
[29]. The model is parameterized by the transport window size, TWS, which limits
the number of packets that are simultaneously communicated between the sender and
receiver. In order to retain a significant number of actions, we considered a model in
which all actions are timed. To form a composed model, we have broken the original
model into four atomic models, one for each of the following parts of the model: (1)
the receiver’s session layer, (2) the receiver’s transport layer, (3) the sender’s session
layer, and 4) the sender’s transport layer. In each of the models built by the join
operator, the child models M1 and M2 interact with each other by sharing a subset of
their SVs (i.e., places in the GSPN model), as shown in Table 1. Since the replicate
operator is not used in the model, lumpability induced by structure is not present,
and therefore the lumping algorithm is not applied to the SS produced by the SSG
algorithm.
Table 2 shows the size of the state space, the state-space generation time, and the
solution time (per iteration) for different values of TWS. Since the atomic models
each have a nonempty set of local actions, they have some local behavior that makes
use of the saturation technique. In the table, we have compared the performance of
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Table 1
State variables shared among atomic models
M1 M2 Shared SVs
Sender’s sess layer Sender’s trans layer {p8, p9}
Sender’s trans layer Receiver’s trans layer {p23, p24, p25}
Receiver’s trans layer Receiver’s sess layer {p36, p37}
Table 2
State-space sizes and generation and solution times (per iteration) for the Courier protocol model
SS SSG Transient solution
TWS # Final Mem (KB) time (s/iteration) Slowdown
states # nodes Final Peak (s) MxD APNN
3 2.38e6 23 13 224 1.1 1.26 0.89 1.42
4 9.71e6 29 31 725 4.8 5.54 3.76 1.47
5 3.24e7 35 68 1970 21.0 19.15 12.76 1.50
6 9.33e7 41 135 4760 85.4 – – –
7 2.40e8 47 254 10,600 325.3 – – –
8 5.62e8 53 453 21,900 1020.0 – – –
transient solutions using two representations: (1) Kronecker representation generated
by the APNN toolbox [1], and (2) matrix diagram representation generated by the
algorithm given in this paper. CTMCs represented by both representations have been
solved using a state-level AFI-compliant transient solver. The numbers shown in the
seventh and eighth columns of the table are the times to complete one iteration for
each of the representations. For TWS > 5 the total size of the probability vectors
required for the CTMC solution was too large to fit into the memory of the machine.
As we can see, our implementation of iteration on matrix diagrams is at most 1.5
times slower than APNN’s iteration on the Kronecker representation in which an
efficient variant of the Act-RwCl algorithm of [5] is used. Notice that APNN tool-
box is not able to exploit structural symmetries in the model in order to lump the
underlying CTMC. Therefore, a direct comparison between APNN toolbox and our
algorithm is possible because the Courier model does not have any symmetries to be
exploited by our algorithm. However, for the next example model where lumping is
possible, APNN has to operate on the unlumped CTMC which is dramatically larger
than the lumped CTMC on which our algorithm operates.
5.3. Fault-tolerant parallel computer system
As a second test, we consider a model of a highly redundant fault-tolerant parallel
computer system [21]. This model uses both replicate and join operators, and hence
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provides a more complete test of our algorithms and implementation. Space does not
permit us to describe the model here, but a full description can be found in [25].
We built a composed model for the entire system by first defining atomic models
using the SAN formalism [26] to represent the failure of various components in
the system. We then used the replicate and join operators to construct the complete
composed model shown in Fig. 4. The leaf nodes of the tree, which are labeled
“memory_module,” “cpu_module,” “io_port_module,” and “errorhandlers,” corre-
spond to the atomic models of the reliability of the computer’s memory module, its 3
CPU units, its 2 I/O ports, and its error-handling mechanism, respectively. The mem-
ory module is replicated three times, which equals the number of memory modules
in one computer. The replicate component is then joined with the I/O ports model,
the CPUs failure model, and the error-handler model to create a join component
that models a computer. Finally, the model of one computer is replicated N times to
generate the complete composed model of the multiprocessor system.
Table 3 shows (1) the sizes of the unlumped and lumped state spaces and the
lumped CTMC and (2) the total time it takes to generate the MDD representation
of the state spaces and the MD representation of the lumped CTMC. The number
of states, the number of MDD nodes used to represent the SS, and the amount of
memory taken by the nodes in kilobytes (KB) are given for each form (i.e., lumped
and unlumped) of the SS. The peak memory usage of the MDD nodes is also given.
For the MD representation, the number of nodes and the memory usage of the data
structure are shown under the column labelled “MD (final/peak),” since the peak
values are equal to the final values for the MD representation. The last column of
the table shows the total time for generating the unlumped SS, the lumped SS, and
the lumped CTMC from the composed model representation. Due to the technique
we use to compute lumped SS from unlumped SS, the lumping operation takes less
than 0.3% of the total time for the example model. It means that the time to generate
Fig. 4. The composed model of the parallel computer system
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Table 3
Unlumped state-space and lumped CTMC sizes and generation times
Unlumped SS (MDD) Lumped CTMC Total
N # # Mem # MDD MD (final/peak) gen.
states nodes (KB) states final # Mem (KB) # Mem time
nodes Final Peak nodes (KB) (s)
1 4.14e2 14 1.5 1.16e2 20 2 15 39 5 0.027
2 2.57e5 43 4.5 1.01e2 342 45 118 997 160 1.30
3 1.24e8 99 10.3 4.63e5 1496 194 441 4100 652 25.1
4 5.50e10 167 17.3 1.48e7 3397 424 1050 9640 1550 200
5 2.35e13 247 25.5 3.67e8 5726 705 2050 17,500 2820 1310
6 9.9e15 339 34.8 7.53e9 8483 1040 3560 27,500 4440 5250
the lumped SS is essentially equal to the time to generate the unlumped SS. Note
that this example is a “worst case” input for our state-space exploration algorithm.
By “worst case” we mean that none of the atomic components of the model have
any local action. This lack of local behavior is caused by the tight coupling that
exists among the atomic models of a computer module; in terms of modeling, that
coupling is realized by sharing all the SVs in the join operator of the model. Not
having local actions means that techniques described in Section 3 cannot be used to
generate any new state based on local behavior of the atomic models. Nevertheless,
the generation times reported are reasonable, and show that the memory and time
required to generate the lumped CTMC are small, even for state spaces of extremely
large size.
Note that the amount of memory that a lumped SS takes is larger than the amount
of memory that the corresponding unlumped SS takes. That happens because from
each of the equivalence classes of the state space, we eliminate all except one repre-
sentative state. That causes the set of states after lumping to be less “structured” than
before lumping, and hence the size of the MDD grows after the lumping operation.
However, even after lumping, the size of the final MDD is still very small (<1.1
MB) for all considered values of N . Since our goal is the numerical solution of
the resulting CTMC, in addition to considering the time and space constraints on the
CTMC generation, we also have to consider the limitation we have on the size of the
solution vector, which grows linearly with the number of states. Therefore, reducing
the number of states of the CTMC is crucial, and is a significant advantage of our
technique over symbolic techniques that do not support lumping. In that respect, it
is important to observe that the number of states in the lumped state space does not
grow as fast as the number of states in the unlumped one for increasing values of N .
Finally, we measured the performance of our implementation in computing the
elements of an MD-based state-transition rate matrix and compared it, this time, to
the performance of a traditional sparse-matrix implementation, such as the Möbius
sparse solvers. Both solvers analyze the lumped CTMC. As we are measuring the
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Table 4
Lumped CTMC and sorting MDD characteristics and solution times (per iteration)
# # Sorting MDD Time/iteration (s) Slowdown
N states transitions # Mem Gen. time Matrix Sparse factor
nodes (KB) (s) diagram matrix
2 1.01e4 5.51e4 1.50e3 1.56e2 0.066 1.39e − 2 2.83e − 3 4.91
3 4.63e5 3.51e6 3.47e4 4.00e3 4.81 9.59e − 1 1.75e − 1 5.48
4 1.48e7 1.43e8 6.91e5 8.38e4 235 4.42e1 – –
reliability of the parallel computer system, we use the uniformization method, as
implemented in Möbius, for transient solution of the model. Table 4 shows the sizes
of the lumped CTMCs and the sorting MDDs, the solution times using two different
representations (MD representation and sparse-matrix representation) of the lumped
CTMC, and the ratio of the two solution times. Remember that the current implemen-
tation does not use the accumulation technique described in Section 4, and therefore,
the number of transitions represented in the MD representation is larger than the
number of transitions in the sparse-matrix representation. For the example model,
the number of transitions processed in the MD representation is 39–42% more than
the number of actual transitions, i.e., the number of transitions in the sparse-matrix
representation. Therefore, the slowdown we are experiencing is due to the increased
number of transitions to be enumerated and also the greater processing time needed
to compute each transition; that is the cost we pay for compact representation. As
can be seen in the table, the slowdown we are experiencing is less than 6 for large
matrices. It is important to notice that compact representation of a lumped CTMC
whose number of states is 3 orders of magnitude smaller than the number of states of
its corresponding unlumped CTMC (for N = 4) is gained only at the cost of solution
times that are about 6 times slower solution times.
The available 1.5 GB of main memory in our machine limits the numerical solu-
tion. In particular, the sparse matrix solver causes thrashing of virtual memory for
N = 4 due to the space needed for the sparse Rlumped matrix. The MD-based solver
causes thrashing for N = 5, this time due to the space needed for the solution vectors.
The size of the MD and MDD data structures is insignificant, relative to the size of
the solution vectors. We exercised different implementations of the offset computa-
tion, as discussed in Section 4. In particular, we employed two methods to compute
ρ(min(s′)): (1) using the sorting MDD and 2) sorting s′ and obtaining ρ(min(s′))
from the MDD ofSlumped. The latter shows a higher locality in accesses to hardware
caches and performed better if the enumeration was forced to proceed in row order.
We have not yet come up with a satisfying performance for that enumeration scheme.
The former method is superior from a conceptual point of view and performs very
well with the DFS enumeration procedure. Consequently, we used the first option to
obtain the numbers given in Table 4.
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Numbers in Table 4 indicate that the size of the sorting MDD is in the order
of one solution vector. However, the time to construct that MDD is rather negligible
compared to the overall solution time for a CTMC. In fact, there is a tradeoff between
the space and time complexity of the sorting MDD construction. We claim that by
using a more sophisticated algorithm that exploits a modified notion of equality in
the generation of an MDD we can reduce the space complexity of the sorting MDD.
6. Conclusion
Möbius provides a model composition that is built upon shared state variables
by replicate and join operators. The major advantage of state variable sharing in
replicate-join composed models is that the replicate operator imposes symmetries in
a way that allows an associated CTMC to be lumped. In this paper, we have pro-
posed a symbolic exploration algorithm that generates symbolic structures, namely a
multi-valued decision diagram for the state space and a matrix diagram for the state-
transition rate matrix of the lumped CTMC, that correspond to the composed model
structure present in Möbius. We described how to obtain the lumped CTMC and how
to access elements of its generator matrix Q without ever explicitly generating Q in
storage. To reach our goal in building an appropriate MD, we resolved a number
of technical issues, such as developing ways to map state descriptors to indices and
scale entries in the case of multiple transitions. Full integration into Möbius and
further, extensive empirical evaluations of the performance and robustness of the
overall approach are underway.
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